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Actionable Analytics for CTV
The CTV Dashboard provides advertisers the much-needed level of reporting for this all-important advertising 
channel. In a simple-to-understand format, buyers can see where to optimize campaigns, understand where 
targeting or exclusions are necessary for Safety & Suitability, content, audiences, and undesirable content 
types where ads may be adjacent. It's the hub of information for success on CTV.

Category-level information is provided, even for categories advertisers aren't targeting.

Reporting categories are mapped directly to pre-bid categories and data displayed does not require targeting 
using the data category.

For more information on how to get started: peer39AM@peer39.com    

Campaign Summary

A comprehensive view of CTV KPIs to monitor campaign health, including Safety & Suitability and dayparts.  

Spot in-flight campaign issues before they can drag down 
performance and waste budgets, whether Fake CTV Content, Kids 
content, Anime, or UGC, the CTV Dashboard easily puts buyers in 
control of campaign knowledge.

Insights at a Glance 

Sample data
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Content

Show, Channel, and Content-Genre level reporting is vital for CTV transparency.  While marketers continue to 
shift spend and investments to this fast-growing channel, CTV still poses specific challenges; knowing which 
inventory served ads can be complicated and opaque. 

Peer39's CTV Analytics capabilities put the full view of campaign placements into the hands of advertisers. 
With visibility to low-completion rate information across channels, optimization options including removing 
low-performers to put more dollars towards higher performing media.  

The growth of CTV coincides with additional pressures on marketers to drive performance and improve value 
on ad spends. With reporting at the various content levels, buyers can grow campaign scale and have the 
confidence they'll know if they are reaching the right audiences.

For more information on how to get started: Peer39AM@Peer39.com    

For maximum effectiveness, advertisers need information to be able 
to maintain an equilibrium between reaching enough people and the 
right audience, even in the age of CTV.  

Show, Channel, and Content Genre reporting  gives advertisers the 
ability to fine-tune campaign targeting, while providing fundamental 
data about content adjacency that goes beyond publisher or 
DSP-declared reporting.

Content-level Reporting
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Safety and Suitability

Our Analytics Dashboard  is often the first time buyers are made aware their ads are being placed in 
non-streaming environments such as a screensaver or mobile app – places that should never serve a CTV ad. 

We also report whether your ads are running on User Generated Content or unsuitable environments like 
Anime, Adult, or Kids content. Our low completion-rate reporting helps spot poor performance by channel. 

A deep dive into the Categories, Channels, Production Type, and Fake Content by starts and completions 
rates also helps track campaign performance and allows for improvements during campaigns. 

For more information on how to get started: Peer39AM@Peer39.com    

Low completion rates could signal an issue with campaign set-up.

Fake Content means ads are running on Games, Screensavers, or 
Wallpapers. Not the content that should command CTV CPMs.

Knowing if you're keeping ads off of risky UGC is another way to use 
the Safety and Suitability section of the dashboard.

Safety and Suitability Information
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Data partners 

GoldFish Ads - Ethnicity 

Experian - Demographics and Mosaic

Our Analytics Dashboard offers DE&I metrics to ensure your campaigns are meeting their goals using data 
from by our partners, GoldFish Ads and Experian. As with all reporting, this information does not require 
targeting to these categories to receive the data.

For more information on how to get started: Peer39AM@Peer39.com    

Ethnicity, Household Income, and Age shows video starts and the 
completion rate CTV campaign saw within each of those categories. 
This can be important for DE&I goals.

Demographics data includes Political Affiliation, Age, Household 
Income, and Dwelling Type information from Experian.

Similarly, Experian's popular Mosaic categories and groups are 
presented with both starts and completion rates giving advertisers 
an option to target where success is.
 

Ethnicity, Demographics, and Experian Mosaic  and Suitability information


